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Hello, We Are
TechSpecialist
and We’re all
about Doing More
With Less.

We serve corporate enterprises by deploying

With demonstrated competencies in

comprehensive end-to-end solutions that help

custom application development, database

dynamic organizations align their IT services

optimization, data analytics, infrastructure

with their business requirements, thereby

and network management, we represent the

delivering tangible benefits that help businesses

best opportunity for a value-driven technology

work smarter, grow faster and optimize business

collaboration that will provide superior

functions by integrating technology as their

operational advantage to better serve your

operational backbone.

business needs.
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Who we are

Our Company
Twice the Results at Half the Effort

Techspecialist Consulting Limited was

to optimize, automate, integrate, and

founded in 2008 on the premise of

reengineer core organizational processes

doing more with less. Our mandate lies

leading to streamlined operations,

in leveraging technology to competitive

reduced costs, and increased productivity

advantage by helping your business get

across the entire enterprise effort.

better results at a fraction of the required
effort.

Consequently, the minimal resources
consumed in processing business

As an indigenous business, we recognize

activities, makes room for better products

that the key to global competitiveness lies

and faster services delivered to more

Consulting Limited

in innovative systems that promote faster,

clients and customers, allowing for higher

Corporate

more convenient, and more efficient

returns on investment and a healthier

HQ

ways of doing business. Therefore, we

organizational bottom line.

Techspecialist

FCT - Abuja

are committed to driving efficiency
by transforming your operations into

Techspecialist
Consulting
Limited

a system of automated background

Doing more
with Less...

processes, while you focus on the business
of commercializing value.
We view technology as a key contributor
to business growth that will not only
improve operational efficiency but also
enable innovative new business strategies,
thus empowering your organization to
meet and exceed customer demand.
We work in collaboration with our clients
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About Us

About Us

TechSpecialist Values

Our Approach, How?

Our core values, “Value Creation”, “Innovation”, “Professionalism” , “Growth” and “Integrity”

A Coordinated Offering to Meet your Business Needs.

are the guiding principles in our relationships with all key stakeholders (clients, communities,
agencies, our people, and external business partners).

We embrace high professional and ethical standards

Our enterprise transformation and technology

that guide our commitment to creating value for our

consulting practices are targeted at boosting

clients in support of their quest for excellence. We

productivity and profitability by optimizing business

do this by combining a needs-driven consultative

functions through an integrated technology backbone;

approach with our flair for innovation and industry

automating operations using best-fit solutions, and

expertise to create best-in-class solutions that address

providing the agility required to adapt and position

short term tactical needs and contribute to meeting

your organization favorably within a competitive

long term strategic objectives.

business landscape.

Advisory
To become Nigeria’s leading company

Vision

providing IT management support,

Infrastructure

Advise on the right strategy to help

Build, integrate and optimise the

you work smarter and grow faster.

technology backbone of your business.

Software

Training

Design, develop and deploy custom

Grow staff competency through

software for operational effectiveness

hands-on knowledge development

and efficiency.

and technical skills acquisition.

Systems, products and services to
clients

“To consistently create value for

Mission

our stakeholders, by providing IT
solutions that enable our customers
achieve excellence and a sustainable
competitive edge”
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About Us

TechSpecialist Services
In the competitive markets our clients operate in, credible advice is at the heart of

Infrastructure

Training

We support complex IT infrastructure initiatives for

We provide creative and inspired multi-channel

our clients through solutions and personnel, offering

learning, knowledge management and people support

the necessary depth and breadth required to hit

solutions to facilitate qualitative capacity building

project completion deadlines, protect infrastructure

across the entire technology training spectrum for

integrity as well as maintain world-class infrastructure

anyone from fledgling enthusiasts to accomplished

environments.

professionals.

informed decision making which is why our advisory services are based on objective
analysis and deep industry insights.

Advisory

Software

We guide businesses in their search to leverage

Our offering encompasses the design, development and

technology to stimulate sales, strengthen relationships,

deployment of reliable enterprise software solutions

heighten productivity and navigate technical

to support your operations, thus allowing for seamless

complexities with the assurance that IT risks,

scalability within a coordinated environment built

management priorities and core systems are being

around an integrated technology solution stack.

The successful achievement of organizational
goals requires IT solutions that are tailor made
to meet specific business needs.

managed to competitive advantage.

Advisory

IT Consulting

Infrastructure

Software

Training

Customization

Implementation

Technology Bootcamps,

Web & Mobile Solutions

Data Center, Server & Storage,

Business Process
Engineering

Technology Roadmap
IT Assessment

Process Modeling, Process

Knowledge Management,

Enterprise Resource Planning

Network Security, Audio & Video

Project Management

Optimization, Process

E-learning Solutions

DevOps & Cloud

Conferencing, Messaging &

Automation

Governance, Risk
& Compliance

Collaboration

Business Continuity

Analytics

Support

Risk Assessment

Database Optimization

Managed Services

IT Audit, Policy Formulation

Impact Analysis

Data Analytics

Helpdesk Services

Standardization

Disaster Recovery

Business Intelligence

Hardware
Office 365
CCTV & Access Control
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The Workforce

Our Amazing Team

Salami Kadir is the founder of Techspecialist Consulting Limited.
He is a disruptive technology visionary with over a decade of

At Techspecialist, we have a formidable team of experts that are experienced, innovative,

experience in Business and IT Consultancy, enterprise-wide technology

committed and passionate in using technologies to transform all facets of human endeavor.

implementation and Project Management.
He is also a key Senior Infrastructure Consultant for AdamSmith
International, and currently acts as the local CGNet Infrastructure
Delivery and Support partner for the West African region, managing
top-tier operations like the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, MacArthur
foundation, Nigerian Sovereign Investment Agency, Nigeria Mortgage
Refinance Company and many others.

Salami Kadir

Besides a master’s degree in Information Technology, Salami has

MD/CEO

amassed numerous certifications from Microsoft, Cisco and RedHat
depicting a wealth of experience in core technology service areas such
as IT infrastructure management, cloud computing and information

security, which influence the organisation’s overall strategic direction. Being passionate about changing
the digital literacy and technology capacity narrative in Nigeria, Salami went on to establish Techspecialist
Academy – an innovative training solutions provider targeted at improving the quality, enterprise readiness
and market competitiveness of IT enthusiasts. Using this platform, Salami has groomed a vibrant team of
driven young professionals with a consuming passion for technology.

Our Team is our

At Techspecialist, we have a formidable team of experts that

Lifeblood, Our bond

using technology to transform all facets of human endeavor.

is the key to our
success.

are experienced, innovative, committed and passionate about

Ladi Amusu

Lanre Yusuf

Hakeem Abdulsalam

VP Products & Services

VP Business Operations

Lead, Infrastructure

Our Management and Advisory Board consists of accredited

Ladi is a certified technology and

Lanre is a seasoned professional

Hakeem is a dynamic technology

and experienced IT Professionals, Software Programmers,

Project Management Professional

with experience in business

acolyte with experience in a mix

Project Managers and Business Development Consultants

with well-honed analytic and

process automation, solution

of technology tracks including

lateral thinking skills. He excels

envisioning and operations

Infrastructure Design, Server

at strategic planning as well as

management. He oversees the

Management and Systems Admin

the oversight and delivery of

end-to-end delivery of various

with proven expertise working

business-critical projects across

enterprise projects for MDAs,

with enterprise management and

the implementation life cycle.

Private firms and NGOs.

collaboration platforms.

with more than ten years of hands-on experience in ICT
solutions delivery. Our team prioritizes project delivery
using tested and trusted methodologies to ensure that
we consistently meet and exceed our clients’ expectations
from both quality, innovation and reliability perspectives.
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Our Clients and Partners

Strategic Partnerships
At Techspecialist we wholly embrace the notion that, “Creating a better world requires teamwork, partnerships,
and collaboration”, which is why we are committed to executing strategic partnerships with top IT OEMs to
position Techspecialist Consulting as the provider of choice in existing, niche and emerging technologies.
Endorsements from our OEM affiliates also stand as testament of our proven expertise in delivering solutions

Ibrahim Dauda

Stella Simon

Fikayo Adepoju

Lead, Software Developer

Lead, Support Services

Lead, Innovation Development

Ibrahim is a software Development

Stella is a senior technical support

A senior full-stack software

and Application Support specialist

engineer with experience in

developer with 9 years experience

with competencies across legacy

enterprise client support and

in developing web and mobile

OEM and OpenSource solution

customer help desk services.

applications for both existing and

delivery stacks to include

She excels in the planning, setup

emerging technologies. Fikayo is

applications analysis, architecture,

and configuration of integrated

an innovator, an accomplished

development and maintenance

technology infrastructure for

author plus a Machine Learning

of database systems.

multinational organisations.

and Virtual Reality expert.

in specialized areas of business, thereby allowing our customers access to assured products and services
built by established market and industry leaders for superior quality, reduced cost and efficient delivery.

Our
Partners

Our
Clients

Taiwo Ojo

Ayo Ayinde

Ameen Abdulrazaq

Enterprise Solutions Specialist

HR Specialist

Network Specialist

A speciaist in app development,

Ayo is an innovative human

Ameen is a certified Network

Taiwo delivers finance/accounting

resources and capacity develop-

Engineer specialized in enterprise

software solutions, garnered over

ment expert with over 12 years

networking and systems analysis

more than 10years experience

of enterprise experience com-

with expertise in wireless

guiding IT solutions to meet the

mitted to helping organisations

communications, routing and

core business needs of small,

maximise their human resource

switching as well as security.

medium and enterprise grade

potential through the creation of

clients.

dynamic talent pipelines.
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We made these

Our Products

P.

One of our key strengths lies in extensive research

Our expertise across numerous industries enables

and development, which allows us to constantly

us to develop solutions against a best-practice

innovate revolutionary new ways to provide efficient

framework to create disruptive products built on

and effective solutions that cover different aspects

existing and emerging technologies, thus delivering

of your business enterprise.

crucial benefits to you and your customers.
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Techspecialist

Contact Us

On the Shelf

Why Work With Us?

Lia velenienis verore di dolupicil idis as quist, sin res derupta temquo earunt lamus

At Techspecialist, we provide a holistic value proposition that strives to exceed customer

quiam que nemo id quatem facepedis nus ditia aut quatati uressi utaspedis que provid

expectations by ensuring quality service delivery with consistent results across board.

ut aborerundae pro is eos.

ProcureEase
Electronic
Procurement
Management System

Our quality tenets ensure that we:

4.

Create a collaborative environment where our
clients are an active part of the solution delivery

1.

Perform detailed discovery and analysis to fully
capture and understand the customer’s needs,

2.

5.

Integrate a robust monitoring and evaluation

Take advantage of emerging technology trends

system that measures implementation against

to develop easier, faster, and more innovative

predefined metrics to determine project success

solutions to better meet customer pain-points,
3.

process,

6.

Implement an agile system for seamless scaling

Deploy solutions using a fully integrated Quality

and continuous improvement that evolves with

Management System,

our clients’ business needs.

AMS
Appraisal
Management System

Techspecialist Consulting Limited
Goldlink House, 2 Harare Street, Zone 6,
Wuse - Abuja - Nigeria

Case Flow
Judicial Management
System

Phone : +234-09-291-1443
Fax

: +234-09-291-1443

Info@techspecialistlimited.com
www.techspecialistlimited.com

@techspecialistconsultingltd
TravMis
Travel Management
System

Techspecialist Consulting Limited
Techspecialist Consulting Limited
@Tclafrica
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“To go from Tech Zero to Hero,
all you need is a hungry mind,
willing hands and time at
Techspecialist Academy”

Introducing

Techspecialist
Academy
A purpose-built technology training institution
that offers core technology bootcamps, enterprise
productivity and knowledge management solutions to Information Technology (IT) enthusiasts
and Professionals.
Techspecialist Academy is a provider of dynamic
learning interventions targeted at promoting
technical skills acquisition as a tool for improving
the quality, enterprise readiness and market
competitiveness of IT enthusiasts. Our training
offering spans across a variety of core technology
and professional courses that utilize a hands-on
delivery model which promotes a distinctive
shift from merely covering course material to
working towards true subject mastery.

Mission
To provide access to standardized training resources and innovative learning solutions
leveraging on hands-on skills acquisition to enhance workforce performance.
Vision
To be at the forefront of developing a knowledge-based economy by raising the profile
and impact of technology professionals in Nigeria.
Philosophy
Think Global and Act Local to bridge the technology skill gap by promoting digital
enterprise and entrepreneurial growth opportunities.

Contact us
Plot B 372, Penthouse Estate, Airport Road, Abuja
Phone :+234 906 000 0293, +234 906 000 0294
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Email

:enquiries@techspecialistacademy.com

Web

: www.techspecialistacademy.com		
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